METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR POWER CONTROL IN A MOBILE TELEPHONE SYSTEM

In apparatus and a method of transmitting messages in predetermined time slots within fixed length time frames in which the power level of a message received at a receiver is detected. If the power level falls outside one of a series of ranges around a predetermined target power level, then the power level of the next message to be transmitted is adjusted so that the power level of the next message falls within the range. Steps of detection and possible-adjustment are repeated with increasingly fine target ranges of power levels being applied.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR POWER CONTROL IN A MOBILE TELEPHONE SYSTEM

The present invention relates to controlling power transmitted from a first transmitting and receiving unit to a second transmitting and receiving unit in a network, in particular where units are at fixed locations.

Automatic power control is known and used widely in mobile GSM networks, in particular, being described in GSM specifications 05.05 and 05.08. In GSM networks, automatic power control is used to control the power transmitted from each mobile station to a base station and, optionally, can be used to control power transmitted from the base station. In GSM, automatic power control is used to minimise the level of power transmitted. An indicator of the initial transmit power to be used by the mobile station is sent in a message from the base station and the mobile station complies with this message.

The present invention provides a method of transmitting messages in predetermined time slots within fixed length time frames between a first transmitting and receiving unit and a second transmitting and receiving unit in which, iteratively, a power level of a message from at least one unit is detected and if falling outside one of a series of ranges around a predetermined target power level the power level of the next message to be transmitted is adjusted so that power level of the next message falls within said range, detection and possible adjustment steps being repeated with, at least one range being smaller than the previous range applied and each range being smaller than or equal to the previous range applied.
Successive measurement steps can have increasingly long measurement periods so as to
determine power levels to successively greater accuracy. This advantageously allows the
target level to be accurately and quickly achieved.

The first unit is preferably a base station, and the second unit is preferably one of a
plurality of subscriber units. Preferably, the power of signals transmitted from the
subscriber unit is detected and adjusted. Subscriber units are preferably at fixed locations.
Transmissions are preferably by radio.

The present invention also relates to a first transmitting and receiving unit and a second
transmitting and receiving unit for messages in predetermined time slots within fixed length
time frames, at least one unit comprising a power level detection and control means, in
which, iteratively, a power level of a received message is detected and if falling outside
one of a series of ranges around a predetermined target power level the power level of the
next message to be transmitted is adjusted so that power level of the next message falls
within said range, detection and possible adjustment steps being repeated with, at least one
range being smaller than the previous range applied and each range being smaller than or
equal to the previous range applied.

The present invention also relates to communication means comprising a base station and
plurality of subscriber units, the base station communicating with each subscriber unit by
sending and receiving messages in predetermined time slots within fixed length time
frames, in which power levels of messages from a subscriber unit are repeatedly detected
by the base station which sends control signals dependent on detected power level to
selectively adjust the power level of messages subsequently transmitted by said subscriber unit, each detection and adjustment step including determination of whether or not power falls within a predetermined range of values around a target power value and adjustment being dependent thereon, for at least some successive detection steps the required power range being smaller than for previous detection steps.

In a preferred network comprising a plurality of cells each having a base station and subscriber unit, the transmit power of a subscriber unit is adjusted until the power received at a base station meets the target power. This is known as "closed loop" control. In the preferred network, the transmit power from the subscriber unit is controlled such that the power received at the base station falls within a predetermined range around the target power.

The preferred network reuses RF carrier frequencies among cells to maximise the number of calls which can be made at any time despite a limited bandwidth allocation. The level of co-channel interference therefore has to be carefully controlled in order to offer the least interference to other cells using the same frequency allocations. The present invention in its preferred embodiments advantageously reduces the amount of interference caused by transmissions from subscriber units, in particular by ensuring power levels are at substantially the minimum necessary for good reception.

A preferred embodiment of the invention will now be described, by way of example, with reference to the drawings in which:
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the system including a base station (BTE - Base Terminating Equipment) and subscriber unit (NTE - Network Terminating Equipment),

Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating frame structure and timing for a duplex link,

Figure 3 is a schematic topology of part of the preferred network showing four cells each having a base station and subscriber units,

Figure 4 is a schematic graph illustrating power level tolerances applied over time,

Figure 5 is a graphical representation of one example of power level detection and adjustment.

The Basic System

As shown in Figure 1, the preferred system is part of a telephone system in which the local wired loop from exchange to subscriber has been replaced by a full duplex radio link between a fixed base station and fixed subscriber unit. The preferred system includes the duplex radio link, and transmitters and receivers for implementing the necessary protocol. There are similarities between the preferred system and digital cellular mobile telephone systems such as GSM which are known in the art. This system uses a protocol based on a layered model, in particular the following layers; PHY (Physical), MAC (Medium Access Control), DLC (Data Link Control), NWK (Network).
One difference compared with GSM is that, in the preferred system, subscriber units are
at fixed locations and there is no need for hand-off arrangements or other features relating
to mobility. This means, for example, in the preferred system directional antennae and
mains electricity can be used.

Each base station in the preferred system provides six duplex radio links at twelve
frequencies chosen from the overall frequency allocation, so as to minimise interference
between base stations nearby. The frame structure and timing for the duplex link is
illustrated in Figure 2. Each duplex radio link comprises an up-link from a subscriber unit
to a base station and, at a fixed frequency offset, a down-link from the base station to the
subscriber unit. The down-links are TDM, and the up-links are TDMA. Modulation for
all links is $\pi/4$ - DQPSK, and the basic frame structure for all links is ten slots per frame
of 2560 bits i.e. 256 bits per slot. The bit rate is 512kbps. Down-links are continuously
transmitted and incorporate a broadcast channel for essential system information. When
there is no user information to be transmitted, the down-link transmissions continue to use
the basic frame and slot structure and contain a suitable fill pattern.

For both up-link and down-link transmissions, there are two types of slot: normal slots
which are used after call set-up, and pilot slots used during call set-up.

Each down-link normal slot comprises 24 bits of synchronisation information followed by
24 bits designated S-field which includes an 8 bit header, followed by 160 bits designated
D-field. This is followed by 24 bits of Forward Error Correction and an 8 bit filler,
followed by 12 bits of the broadcast channel. The broadcast channel consists of segments
in each of the slots of a frame which together form the down-link common signalling channel which is transmitted by the base station, and contains control messages containing link information such as slot lists, multi-frame and super-frame information, connectionless messages and other information basic to the operation of the system.

During call set-up, each down-link pilot slot contains frequency correction data and a training sequence for receiver initialisation, with only a short S-field and no D-field information.

Up-link slots basically contain two different types of data packet. The first type of packet, called a pilot packet, is used before a connection is set up, for example, for an ALOHA call request and to allow adaptive time alignment. The other type of data packet, called a normal packet, is used when a call has been established and is a larger data packet, due to the use of adaptive time alignment.

Each up-link normal packet contains a data packet of 244 bits which is preceded and followed by a ramp of 4 bits duration. The ramps and the remaining bits left of the 256 bit slot provide a guard gap against interference from neighbouring slots due to timing errors. Each subscriber unit adjusts the timing of its slot transmissions to compensate for the time it takes signals to reach the base station. Each up-link normal data packet comprises 24 bits of synchronisation data followed by an S-field and D-field of the same number of bits as in each down-link normal slot.

Each up-link pilot slot contains a pilot data packet which is 192 bits long preceded and
followed by 4 bits ramps defining an extended guard gap of 60 bits. This larger guard gap is necessary because there is no timing information available and without it propagation delays would cause neighbouring slots to interfere. The pilot packet comprises 64 bits of sync followed by 104 bits of S-field which starts with an 8 bit header and finishes with a 16 bit Cyclic Redundancy Check, 2 reserved bits, 14 FEC bits, and 8 tail bits. There is no D-field.

The S-field in the above mentioned data packets can be used for two types of signalling. The first type is MAC signalling (MS) and is used for signalling between the MAC layer of the base station and the MAC layer of a subscriber unit whereby timing is important. The second type is called associated signalling, which can be slow or fast and is used for signalling between the base station and subscriber units in the DLC or NWK layers.

The D-field is the largest data field, and in the case of normal telephony contains digitised speech, but can also contain a non-speech data samples.

Provision is made in the preferred system for subscriber unit authentication using a challenge response protocol. General encryption is provided by combining the speech or data with a non-predictable sequence of cipher bits produced by a key stream generator which is synchronised to the transmitted super-frame number.

In addition, the transmitted signal is scrambled to remove dc components.
Automatic Power Control

Automatic Power Control operates in the following manner for all RF frequency/time slot settings, i.e. at the MAC level. At the start of a call connection which is made at the MAC layer, the subscriber unit begins transmitting control MS signals at a predetermined power. The received power at a base station is measured and adjustment commands are sent to the subscriber unit. The subscriber unit responds to these commands by changing its transmit power by the increment suggested by the base station. The base station measures the received power for the duration of the call and sends appropriate commands to the subscriber unit. This process is accelerated at MAC initialisation by first using short initial measurement periods and relaxed target tolerances.

The principal advantage of this whole process is in the reduction of interference in the network.

Interference

There are two types of interference; co-channel interference and adjacent channel interference as described below. A typical cellular topography is illustrated in Figure 3. The reference cell is that containing base station BTE 1. The available frequencies are divided into a number of subsets, denoted fs1, fs2, fs3.
Co-Channel Interference

Cells containing base station BTE 1 and base station BTE 4 operate with the same frequency set. Transmissions from subscriber unit NTE 1 to base station BTE 1 result in co-channel interference to base station BTE 4. The exact level of interference depends on the path loss between the two cells. Nevertheless, minimising the transmit power from subscriber unit NTE 1 minimises the level of uplink interference present at base station BTE 4.

Adjacent Channel Interference

Cells containing base stations BTE 1, BTE 2 and BTE 3 have mutually independent frequency sets, denoted fs1, fs2 and fs3 respectively. Each frequency set consists of a number of selected frequencies, denoted fn where n increases with increasing frequency. However, optimum usage of the available frequency sets will involve base stations BTE 1, BTE 2 and BTE 3 having adjacent frequencies present in the frequency sets (i.e. if selected rf frequency denoted n is used at base station BTE 1 then selected rf frequency denoted n+1 would be used by base station BTE 2 or BTE 3). Interference is possible if the power transmitted by subscriber unit NTE 1 in adjacent channels (n+1 using the notation above) is not sufficiently attenuated and the path loss between subscriber unit NTE 1 and either base station BTE 2 or base station BTE 3 is low. Again this effect can be mitigated by ensuring that subscriber unit NTE 1 is transmitting at no more than near minimum power for successful reception.
Adjustment to Optimum Power Levels

At start-up of a connection at the MAC level, the base station measures the received signal strength of transmissions from a particular subscriber unit for a short period (0.25s). This gives a measurement the accuracy of which depends on the propagation conditions but is typically not expected to be greater than the largest range (threshold (j) as shown in Figure 4). If the received signal strength lies outside this range (+/- j) then the base station commands the subscriber unit to alter its transmit power. The base station may request an increase, decrease or no change. Subsequently a longer measurement period is used to provide a more accurate measurement of the mean received signal strength. Again, if the received signal strength lies outside the (+/- k) range then the base station commands a change in transmit power from the subscriber unit. The third measurement period is the one used in all subsequent measurements and allows the most accurate measurement of mean received power. If the transmit power moves outside the (+/- n) range then the base station will command the subscriber to alter its transmit power.

A typical process including each of the three above ranges is illustrated in Figure 5. This shows the case where measurement of signal strength received by the base station in the first 0.25 second is outside the (+/- j) range and as a consequence a first power change command is sent which adjusts the transmit power of the subscriber unit such that the signal strength received at the base station should fall within the (+/- k) range but not the (+/- n) range. A further power change command results after the third measurement period should the mean received signal strength lie outside the (+/- n) range.
An advantage of this approach is that the transmit power of the subscriber unit is adjusted almost upon initial establishment of a MAC connection. This has an advantage over conventional approaches in which a measurement is only declared valid after a suitable integration time during which the amount of co-channel and/or adjacent channel interference can be excessive.
CLAIMS

1. A method of transmitting messages in predetermined time slots within fixed length times frames between a first transmitting and receiving unit and a second transmitting and receiving unit in which, iteratively, a power level of a message from at least one unit is detected and if falling outside one of a series of ranges around a predetermined target power level the power level of the next message to be transmitted is adjusted so that power level of the next message falls within said range, detection and possible adjustment steps being repeated, with each range being smaller than or equal to the previous range applied, and at least one range being smaller than the previous range applied.

2. A method of transmitting messages according to claim 1, in which successive detection steps have increasingly long detection periods so as to determine power levels to successively greater accuracy.

3. A method of transmitting messages according to claim 1 or claim 2, in which the first unit is a base station.

4. A method of transmitting messages according to any of claims 1 to 3, in which the second unit is a subscriber unit.

5. A method of transmitting messages according to claim 4, in which the second unit is one of plurality of subscriber units.

6. A method of transmitting messages according to claim 4 or claim 5, in which the
power of signals transmitted from the or each subscriber unit is detected and adjusted.

7. A method of transmitting messages according to any of claims 4 to 6, in which subscriber units are at fixed locations.

8. A method of transmitting messages according to any preceding claim, in which transmissions are by radio.

9. Apparatus comprising first transmitting and receiving unit and a second transmitting and receiving unit for messages in predetermined time slots within fixed length time frames, at least one unit comprising a power level detection and control means, in which, iteratively, a power level of a received message is detected and if falling outside one of a series of ranges around a predetermined target power level the power level of the next message to be transmitted is adjusted so that power level of the next message falls within said range, detection and possible adjustment steps being repeated with, at least one range being smaller than the previous range applied and each range being smaller than or equal to the previous range applied.

10. Apparatus according to claim 9, in which the power level detection and control means includes means to apply increasingly long detection periods so as to determine power levels to greater accuracy.

11. Apparatus according to claim 9 or claim 10, in which the first unit is a base station and the second unit is one of a plurality of subscriber units.
12. Apparatus according to claim 11, in which the subscriber units are at fixed locations.

13. Apparatus according to any of claims 9 to 12, in which transmissions are by radio.

14. Communication means comprising a base station and plurality of subscriber units, the base station communicating with each subscriber unit by sending and receiving messages in predetermined time slots within fixed length time frames, in which power levels of messages from a subscriber unit are repeatedly detected by the base station which sends control signals dependent on detected power level to selectively adjust the power level of messages subsequently transmitted by said subscriber unit, each detection and adjustment step including determination of whether or not power falls within a predetermined range of values around a target power value and adjustment being dependent thereon, for at least some successive detection steps the required power range being smaller than for previous detection steps.

15. Communications means according to claim 14, in which the subscriber units are at fixed locations.

16. A communications network comprising a plurality of cells, each cell having communication means according to claim 14 or claim 15.

17. A communications network according to claim 16 in which RF carrier frequencies are reused among cells to maximise the number of calls which can be made at any time despite a limited bandwidth allocation.
18. A communications network according to claim 17, in which power levels are adjusted to be sufficiently low to substantially avoid interference between communications.
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